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Licensing terms
THIS AGREEMENT COVERS ALL USE OF FONTS
FROM ALBERTO MOLINA (“AM TYPE”). BY USING,
ACCESSNG, INSTALLING, OR PURCHASING A
LICENSE FOR THE FONTS, YOU AGREED
TO ALL OF THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

The company size of the client is the metric
you need to know in order to license fonts.
You don’t have to gather any information about
their number of computers, web traffic, app
downloads...
The License can allow one third party like a
graphic designer to use the fonts on their behalf.
It is the ultimate client (and not the design studio)
who holds the license. That also means that if a
graphic designer needs the typefaces to work for
that client, the client’s license can be used.
If the number of employees the Licensee has
increases, the license needs to be upgraded.
Please get in touch with AM Type.
DESKTOP LICENSE
With a desktop license you can install the fonts
on all of your devices and use them to create
documents, objects...
LOGO LICENSE
With a logo license you can use the fonts to
create a logo or wordmark for one brand. If you
want to do it for another brand you’ll need to buy
another license.
WEB LICENSE
There’s no limit to the amount of web traffic, but
if you want to use the fonts on another domain
you’ll have to buy another separate web license.
You can only use the WOFF and WOFF2 files that
we gave you.
APP/GAME LICENSE
With an app/game license, you can embed the
fonts into one app (which could be a mobile app,
web app, digital point of sale system, etc.) or
game. If you want to use them for another app or
game you’ll need to buy another separate app/
game license.

TRIAL FONTS
With a trial fonts license, you can use the fonts
for the purpose of deciding whether you want
to purchase a license for them. You can also use
them on your non-commercial, non-monetized
social media posts as long as you mention the
fonts and tag AM Type. Other than that, you can’t
publish any work that uses the fonts until you
purchase a license.
STUDENTS
Students can use the typefaces at a discounted
rate by sending an email to hola@albertmolina.es
MODIFICATION OF FONTS
The fonts cannot be decompiled, modified,
reverse-engineered, reformatted or converted into
different formats.
WARRANTIES
Please contact AM TYPE if the fonts are not
working like you expect them to. The fonts are
provided as is and might be a work in progress,
but AM TYPE will do their best to fix any bugs.
If the Licensee or any Licensed User breaches
this agreement, then all rights granted by AM
TYPE automatically terminate.
AM TYPE is not liable for anything bad that
happens involving the fonts or the use of the
fonts and will never have to pay for consequential,
incidental, or special damages, including any
lost profits or lost savings. If for some reason
an authority like a court or governing body with
jurisdiction decides AM TYPE is liable, then their
liability will never be more than the license fee
received.

